Sun appointed to Wharton post

By Daniel Greenspan

Greenfield Intercultural Center Interim Director Joseph Moneta, who offered the new position to the student, announced last November that he would step down on June 30.

Moneta said he was "absolutely delighted" about the opportunity to be appointed to the position. He said he would "look forward to the challenging and important responsibilities in the administration of the university."
A Study in Salvation

We applaud Dean Rosemary Stevens and the School of Arts and Sciences for deciding not to cut the Religious Studies department.

One of the greatest strengths of a large university is the wealth of academic op- tions available. Any time a department can be narrowed or even cut is a waste of the whole institution's benefits. Specifically, the Religious Stud- ies department contributes a unique and important dimension to the well-rounded educational experience available to students.

Unlike studies at Johns Hopkins, the Religious Studies department at Penn is not simply another course offering. The school as a whole is responsible for the societal ills that Mr. Maddow has highlighted in his recent column. I expect letters of sympathy to flood the Independent, attempting to console me.

The Princess Bride. The princess real-

At the Campaign for Penn we get to call our prestigious alumni, and beg them for money.

"And each day I..."
College women drink more, study reports

BY DANIEL GINSK AND PETER MOORE
College women drink more than men, according to a new study released earlier this month.

The National Commission on Alcohol Abuse and Prevention, universities, at Cornell University, found that the percentage of college-age women who drink has doubled since the late 1980s. The study also found that the percentage of college-age men who drink has also doubled, but at a slower rate.

Dr. Chris Annas, professor of public health policy at the University of Alabama, said the increase in drinking among college women could be due to a number of factors, including the availability of alcohol, peer pressure, and increased access to alcohol on college campuses.

According to the study, college women are now drinking at a rate that is comparable to that of college men. This is in contrast to previous studies that showed that college men drank more than college women.

However, the study also found that college women were more likely to binge drink, defined as consuming five or more drinks in a row, than college men. This is a concern because binge drinking is associated with a range of health problems, including alcohol poisoning and sexual assault.

In response to the findings, University Police Commissioner John Ripple said that the university would be taking steps to address the issue of binge drinking among college women.

"We have been aware of the problem for some time," Ripple said. "But with the results of this study, we see that we need to take it seriously and develop a comprehensive strategy to address it."
"Einstein's Dreams" chosen for Penn Freshman Reading Project

by Bill Wyner

The book Einstein's Dreams, written by Massachusetts Institute of Technology Physics Professor Alan Lightman, will be the centerpiece of the 1994 Penn Freshman Reading Project.

The book is the fictional story of a series of dreams the physical Albert Einstein had about the nature of time, according to Christopher Dennis, director of academic programs in residence and a member of the selection committee for the project.

Dennis said the dreams in the book range from what would happen if time traveled to the differences in time experiences between people living in subarctic life in the mountains.

"Einstein's Dreams combines literature and science in a particularly interesting way," Dennis said Tuesday. Dennis added that the reading project "provides a gateway into literature and science for first-year students, introducing them to books that are of interest.

The book was chosen from a list of 258 books suggested by University faculty and students through a poll published in the April issue of The Daily Pennsylvanian.

"The committee didn't want to limit the reading material to science and literature," Dennis said. "Einstein's Dreams is adventurous, controversial and thought-provoking — it will bring people together in a discussion period that will follow."

The discussion periods will be held on a Sunday this year to avoid conflict with the Passover/Spring Holiday and will correspond with the Jewish New Year.

"We thought about the reading project's book selection generally for a long time," English Department Chairman John Richetti said.

Unlike other books read in other Penn reading projects, the author of "Einstein's Dreams" will be on campus for at least two weeks to answer questions and discuss the book.

"He's a big enough name to bring in a lot of attention," Richetti said.
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Man Reading Project.

Physics Professor Alan Lightman, will be the talk on "Interpreting Einstein's Dreams.

The book tells the fictional story of a scientist running into Einstein in a cyberspace classroom.
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"The committee didn't want to limit the reading material to science and literature," Dennis said. "Einstein's Dreams is adventurous, controversial and thought-provoking — it will bring people together in a discussion period that will follow."

The discussion periods will be held on a Sunday this year to avoid conflict with the Passover/Spring Holiday and will correspond with the Jewish New Year.

"We thought about the reading project's book selection generally for a long time," English Department Chairman John Richetti said.

Unlike other books read in other Penn reading projects, the author of "Einstein's Dreams" will be on campus for at least two weeks to answer questions and discuss the book.

"He's a big enough name to bring in a lot of attention," Richetti said.
SPREADING TOWARDS INEVITABLE SUCCESS

SUMMER TIMES CHATS WITH ARICHIE MOORE AND BRIAN NELSON OF VELVET GIRL ABOUT THEIR NEW ALBUM, AND THOSE GLASSES

By Mike Tuhy

Velvet Girl originated out of diesen- ced by respected college folk. After all, the band really didn’t know how to play them...or when, the first they started; but, as result of a few new music and nothing really achieve. After a school-like party and another party, the band was fortunate enough to record an album...but not until recorded their first release. Combining solid pop structure composition, the band’s defining characteristic of bands such as the Lasch and My Bloody Valentine, the band has helped define a new style of music which could be defined as the East Coast. But don’t confuse Velvet Girl with the East Coast. After all, a band like the Beach Boys music is more rock and roll, while such bands as the Cars are far from the pop element. The result is a sound of candy songs, but with songs with enough distortion and drum beats that are a bit too much like the Edge. And it is precisely this “wacky” sound, so many calling it “garage rock. But also, guitarist Archie Moore, though some- what reluctantly, that is quite enjoyable to listen and, of course, the band's latest album: "New Face New Bar- s". That these two bands are considered the two top rock bands at the current time. The band is considered to be quite tight, but you can never be quite so. The reason is that people are sick of them...and it make sense. "It’s great, but I’ve had it, you know?"

BY MELISSA GRUNDON

When the Spin Doctors went Top 40 with Pocket Full of Kryptonite in 1993, everyone thought they were onto something because their music was so dif- ferent from the mainstream. Instead of screening guitars they had just been home. Instead of high- ly polished vocals they had Chris Barron’s thick specs, “a friend of mine gave me these and said they would work for me better. I never thought I would wear glasses, people might as well think I had it.”

The album's first single, “Cleopatra's Cat,” is one of the many songs that are memorable. Despite the length of time, the group is still excited about its upcoming world tour. The group's music was so different from the mainstream, people would say, “you know, they're kind of different.”

The album's second single, “Pocket Full of Kryptonite,” is also a standout. The song is about the feeling of being different, of being on the edge, of being unique. It's a powerful song that speaks to the viewer. The music is so good that it's a toss up as to whether or not the band should have a different category. The album's third single, “The Sound of Silence,” is another standout. The song is about the silence that surrounds us. It's a haunting song that speaks to the viewer. The music is so good that it's a toss up as to whether or not the band should have a different category.
University City Beverage
4300 Walnut St, (Opposite Thriftway) phone 387-BEER

Soda | Ice | Snacks | Eggs | Bean Baskets | Spring Water

Monday - Thursday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

CONTACT LENS SALE
EYE-EXAMS - EYEGLASSES - CONTACT LENSES
NEW LOW PRICES
ALL BRANDS - ALL TYPES

FEATURING THE ACCULIVE DISPOSABLE LENSES
REPLACEMENT LENSES AND NEW FITS

NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
UNIVERSITY CITY CENTER FOR EYECARE
386-6200
3935 CHESTNUT STREET
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Financial compensation ($125 - $250) and/or educational discounts are
Participation in the studies requires taking investigational medications.

FEATURING THE ACCUVUE
Imported Beers.
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Spend Your $ IN Europe
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It's our big June Sidewalk Sale, Thursday, Friday & Saturday, the 23rd, 24th & 25th!
Your chance to save a bundle on great summer selections.

The Shops at Penn

Carnarvon
Eyeless Encounters
Foot Locker
Metro Hair, Inc.
Quantum, Technical and Professional Books
Sam Goody
Smile's Clothes
Software, Etc.
The Camera Shop, Inc.
The Gap
The Italian Bistro Ristorante
The Perfect Petzal
University of Cards

3401 Cafe Food Court

Bain's Deli
Bosseter's Turkey
Bello Villa
Classic Burger & Chicken Co.
Cozymun
Everything Yogurt & Salad Cafe
Hillyar's Gourmet Ice Cream
Oriental Food Park
Pitt's Steak and Gyro Co.

3401 Cafe Food Court Hours:
Monday through Thursday: 11:15 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Friday: 11:15 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Saturday: 11:00 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Sunday: 10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
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Slickers II

Slickers II is a page a day comic. The performance is somewhat flake-
and, despite enormous expectations, a performance like his role in "Laurel" of "The Big Chill," will be his last. Yes, at least four of the cast, Palance again steals the show. To that department, the funniest scene
see this movie, and it does deliver in
A League of Their Own. Palance again winner of the film is not the sav-
In this case, Crystal is bitten on the ass: "Stem is bitten on the
perform the operation. In this case,
biten on ass by snake and his friend-
the French) and it is up to Crystal to
Stem is bitten on.
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IMAGINE ONE MONTH
Find the Perfect Apartment and Save
Specific modern apartments with kitchen, washer/dryer, large rooms, balconies, and parking. Utilities included. First month rent free available. We offer services and facilities.
Call 386-3177
386 Pennsylvania Ave.
Mon-Fri 10am-6pm Sat-Sun 11am-4pm
Philadelphia, PA 19144

One month rent free on ONE year lease!
Research Technician

Howard Hughes Medical Institute, located at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, seeks a bright, energetic, and responsible technician for a molecular and cellular laboratory of one of its investigators. Minimum requirements are a BS degree in related field and the ability to work independently. Experience with production of monoclonal antibodies and tissue culture desired. H-HIV offers excellent salaries and a comprehensive benefits program. Please send your resume to: Dr. Gedion Dreyfuss, H3B/HIV, Univ. of Pa. School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6016. We are an equal opportunity employer.
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Mix resigns as M. Laux coach
4-year coaching career ends

Mix resigns as M. Laux coach
4-year coaching career ends

By James Friedman

Former Penn lacrosse coach G.W. Mix resigned from his position Tuesday, and a search committee to find his replacement will begin immediately.

"I think it's time for me to move on," Mix said. "I've had a great deal of success here and this is a great deal of personal and professional change."

Mix resigned from his position Tuesday, and a search committee to find his replacement will begin immediately.

Mix has served as Penn's head coach for the past four years. During his tenure, Mix guided the Quakers to a 15-4 campaign in 1993, the most wins in Penn lacrosse history.

"I wanted very hard to keep the Penn lacrosse program at a high level," Mix said. "I want to be able to compete in the Ivy League.""Mix resigned from his position Tuesday, and a search committee to find his replacement will begin immediately.

"I want to be able to compete in the Ivy League," Mix said. "I want to be able to compete in the Ivy League.""Mix resigned from his position Tuesday, and a search committee to find his replacement will begin immediately.

Mix's resignation comes after a 10-year run of personnel changes in his initial campaign at the helm for the Quakers in 1991. Mix resigned from his position Tuesday, and a search committee to find his replacement will begin immediately.

"I'm a very bright, capable individual and I'm sure I will never experience this in whatever context he decides to pursue Penn in a very, very high quality," Mix said. "I'm not going to be in the basketball wing to which I'm known for master's program.""Mix resigned from his position Tuesday, and a search committee to find his replacement will begin immediately.

"I'm not going to be in the basketball wing to which I'm known for master's program." Mix said Tuesday from his home in Dear Debbe LD. "I don't think the direction the program was taking was far enough below where it was when I got here." Mix resigned from his position Tuesday, and a search committee to find his replacement will begin immediately.

"I have a tremendous amount of faith in the ability of the young men I've coached to carry on at Princeton. I'm sure we are closer than we have been in six years."

Mix resigned from his position Tuesday, and a search committee to find his replacement will begin immediately.

"In the past, the program was taking was far enough below where it was when I got here." Mix said Tuesday from his home in Dear Debbe LD. "I don't think the direction the program was taking was far enough below where it was when I got here." Mix resigned from his position Tuesday, and a search committee to find his replacement will begin immediately.
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